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A complete classification of evolution equations ut=F(x, t, u, ux , ..., uxk) which
describe pseudo-spherical surfaces, is given, thus providing a systematic procedure
to determine a one-parameter family of linear problems for which the given equa-
tion is the integrability condition. It is shown that for every second-order equation
which admits a formal symmetry of infinite rank ( formal integrability) such a
family exists (kinematic integrability). It is also shown that this result cannot be
extended as proven to third-order formally integrable equations. This fact notwith-
standing, a special case is proven, and moreover, several equations of interest,
including the HarryDym, cylindrical KdV, and a family of equations solved by
inverse scattering by Calogero and Degasperis, are shown to be kinematically
integrable. Conservation laws of equations describing pseudo-spherical surfaces are
studied, and several examples are given.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A differential equation for a real valued function u(x, t) is said to
describe pseudospherical surfaces if it is the necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of smooth functions f:; , :=1, 2, 3, ;=1, 2,
depending on x, t, u and its derivatives, such that the one-forms
|:= f:1 dx+ f:2 dt satisfy the structure equations of a surface of constant
Gaussian curvature equal to &1 with metric |21+|
2
2 and connection
one-form |3 , namely
d|1=|3 7 |2 , d|2=|1 7 |3 , and d|3=|1 7 |2 . (1)
This structure was considered for the first time by Chern and Tenenblat
[4], motivated by Sasaki’s [15] observation that the equations which are
the necessary and sufficient condition for the integrability of a linear
problem of AKNS type (Ablowitz et al. [2]) do describe pseudo-spherical
surfaces. Its importance, in the present context, arises from the fact that
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the connection between pseudo-spherical surfaces and integrability of
differential equations goes well beyond the AKNS framework, as will be
now explained.
Definition 1 (after Faddeev and Takhtajan [1987, p. 307]). A differential
equation for a real valued function u(x, t) is kinematically integrable if it is
the integrability condition of a one-parameter family of linear problems
v
x
=U(*) v,
v
t
=V(*) v, (2)
in which U(*) and V(*) are sl(2, R)-valued functions of x, t, u, and its
derivatives up to a finite order.
Thus, an equation is kinematically integrable if it is equivalent to the
zero curvature condition
U(*)
t
&
V(*)
x
+[U(*), V(*)]=0 (3)
and trace U(*)=trace V(*)=0 for each *. In addition, a differential equa-
tion will be said to be strictly kinematically integrable if it is kinematically
integrable and the diagonal entries of the matrix U(*) introduced above are
* and &*. For example, equations integrable by the AKNS method are
kinematically integrable in the strict sense, but those studied by Wadati,
Konno, and Ichikawa [17] are not.
Matters being so, one has the following. A differential equation is
kinematically integrable if, and only if, it describes a one-parameter family
of pseudo-spherical surfaces, and strict kinematic integrability amounts to
the condition f21=’, the spectral parameter. Indeed, the structure equa-
tions (1) hold if and only if the linear problem
\dv1dv2+=
1
2 \
|2
|1+|3
|1&|3
&|2 +\
v1
v2+ (4)
is integrable, and conversely, any family of linear problems (2) satisfying (3)
and the condition trace U(*)=trace V(*)=0 for each *, determines a one-
parameter family of one-forms |a satisfying (1) by setting, using an obvious
notation, |1=(U21+U12) dx+(V21+V12) dt, |2=2U11 dx+2V11 dt and
|3=(U21&U12) dx+(V21&V12) dt.
There is, however, another approach to integrability, namely the formal
symmetry approach studied by Mikhailov, Shabat, and Sokolov [9]
among others. An equation is formally integrable if it possesses a formal
symmetry of infinite rank, the precise definition of which is given in
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Section 3. It is natural to ask if formally integrable equations are kinemati-
cally integrable. For example, it is known that the generalized Burgers’
equation, ut=uxx+uxu+h(x), is formally integrable. Is it the integrability
condition of a (parameter dependent) linear problem?
It will be proven in this work that in fact, every second order evolution
equation ut=F(x, u, ux , uxx) which possesses a formal symmetry of infinite
rank describes a one-parameter family of pseudo-spherical surfaces. In
particular, the family of linear problems associated to the generalized
Burgers’ equation will be explicitly constructed. The proof is a posteriori
and runs as follows. First, one classifies all the equations of the form
ut=F(x, t, u, ux , uxx , ..., uxk) which describe pseudo-spherical surfaces
under the assumption that f21=’, a non-zero parameter. Second, one finds
explicitly the pseudo-spherical structures associated with the second order
equations appearing in the exhaustive lists of formally integrable evolution
equations provided by Mikhailov, Shabat and Sokolov [9]. It turns out
that all of them are strictly kinematically integrable. The first part of the
proof, which generalizes the results of Chern and Tenenblat [4], is given
in Section 2. The second part, in Section 3.
What about third order equations? It will be seen in Section 3 that the
equation ut=(ux+$)3 uxxx , one of the two equations of the form ut=
f (t, u, ux) uxxx which are formally integrable (Abellanas and Galindo [1]),
is not kinematically integrable in the strict sense. This result of course
means that the proof of the implication ‘‘formal integrability O kinematic
integrability’’ cannot be extended from second to third order equations in
complete generality. It does extend to a subclass of formally integrable
third order equations, however. Indeed, it will be proven, also in Section 3,
that every third order equation of the form ut=u&3uxxx+a2(x, u, ux) u2xx+
a1(x, u, ux) uxx+a0(x, u, ux) which possesses a formal symmetry of infinite
rank, describes a one-parameter family of pseudo-spherical surfaces.
The aforementioned comparison between formal and kinematic
integrability is the main theme of this work, but three other problems are
also touched upon. In Section 4, a geometrical procedure for finding
sequences of conservation laws of equations which describe pseudo-spheri-
cal surfaces (Sasaki [15], Chern and Tenenblat [4], Cavalcante and
Tenenblat [1988]) is re-examined, and several examples are given. In
particular, it is proven that the generalized Burgers’ equation admits
a sequence of non-trivial local conservation laws, a property which the
usual Burgers’ equation does not possess. In Section 5, some new families
of equations describing pseudo-spherical surfaces are constructed. Finally,
also in Section 5, some equations with time andor space dependent
coefficients which have been solved by inverse scattering techniques,
including a family of equations studied by Calogero and Degasperis [3]
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and the cylindrical KdV equation, are shown to be kinematically
integrable.
The following notation will be used throughout for u and its
x-derivatives:
z0=u, and zj=
 ju
x j
, for j1. (5)
Moreover, the expression ‘‘[. . .] describes pseudo-spherical surfaces’’ will
mean henceforth that the equation inside the brackets describes a one-
parameter family of pseudo-spherical surfaces, unless otherwise is explicitly
indicated.
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF EVOLUTION EQUATIONS
DESCRIBING PSEUDO-SPHERICAL SURFACES
Large classes of equations which describe pseudo-spherical surfaces have
been characterized (Chern and Tenenblat [4], Jorge and Tenenblat [7],
Rabelo [12], Rabelo and Tenenblat [13], and Kamran and Tenenblat
[8]), by using the following approach: Choose coordinates (x, t, z0 , ..., zk)
as in (5), and realize that the structure equations (1) give enough con-
straints on the functions f:; and F so that they can be effectively computed.
This method is used in this section to perform a complete classification of
partial differential equations of the form
z0, t=F(x, t, z0 , ..., zk)
which describe pseudo-spherical surfaces. It will be assumed throughout
that f21 equals ’, the spectral parameter.
Lemma 1. Let z0, t=F(x, t, z0 , ..., zk) be an evolution equation. This
equation describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated one-forms
|:= f:1 dx+ f:2 dt, :=1, 2, 3, in which f21=’ and the functions f:; depend
on x, t, and a finite number of variables zi , i0, if and only if these functions
satisfy the conjunction of
f11, zi= f31, zi=0, i1 (6)
f12, zi= f22, zi= f32, zi=0, ik (7)
f22, zk&1=0, (8)
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and
f 211, z0+ f
2
31, z0
{0, (9)
and moreover the following equations hold:
&Ff11, z0+ :
k&1
i=0
zi+1 f12, zi+’f32& f22 f31+ f12, x& f11, t=0, (10)
:
k&2
i=0
z i+1 f22, zi+ f12 f31& f11 f32+ f22, x=0, and (11)
&Ff31, z0+ :
k&1
i=0
zi+1 f32, zi+’f12& f22 f11+ f32, x& f31, t=0. (12)
Proof. Work in the space of variables x, t, zi , i0, and suppose that
the functions f:; depend at most on x, t, z0 , ..., zk+l . The structure
equations (1) are satisfied if and only if
:
k+l
i=0
f11, zi dzi 7 dx+ :
k+l
i=0
f12, zi dzi 7 dt
+(’f32& f31 f22+ f12, x& f11, t) dx 7 dt=0, (13)
:
k+l
i=0
f22, zi dzi 7 dt+(&f11 f32+ f12 f31+ f22, x) dx 7 dt=0, and (14)
:
k+l
i=0
f31, zi dzi 7 dx+ :
k+l
i=0
f32, zi dzi 7 dt
+(’f12& f11 f22+ f32, x& f31, t) dx 7 dt=0. (15)
Now, clearly the differentials dzi , dx and dt satisfy the relations
dzi 7 dt=zi+1 dx 7 dt, i0 and (16)
dz0 7 dx=&Fdx 7 dt. (17)
These constraints imply that Eq. (13), (14) and (15) above hold if and only
if
f11, zi= f31, zi=0, i1 (18)
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and
&Ff11, z0+ :
k+l
i=0
z i+1 f12, zi+’f32& f22 f31+ f12, x& f11, t=0, (19)
:
k+l
i=0
zi+1 f22, zi+ f12 f31& f11 f32+ f22, x=0, (20)
&Ff31, z0+ :
k+l
i=0
z i+1 f32, zi+’f12& f22 f11+ f32, x& f31, t=0. (21)
One obtains Eqs. (7), (10) and (12) by differentiating Eqs. (19), (20), and
(21) with respect to zk+l+1 , ..., zk+1 and using (18), while (8) and (11) are
found by taking the zk derivative of Eq. (20), and using Eqs. (6) and (7).
Finally, (9) must be satisfied, otherwise Eqs. (10), (11), and (12) could hold
independently of F, and therefore the partial differential equation would
not describe pseudo-spherical surfaces. The converse is obvious: Equations
(6)(12), (16) and (17) imply that Eqs. (13), (14), and (15) hold. K
The following notation will be used in what follows:
B := :
k&2
i=0
zi+1 f22, zi , M := f
2
31, z0
& f 211, z0 ,
H := f11 f11, z0& f31 f31, z0 , L := f11 f31, z0& f31 f11, z0 ,
T := f11, t f31, z0& f11, z0 f31, t , P := f11, z0 f31, z0z0& f31, z0 f11, z0z0 ,
Q := f11, z0 , x f31, z0& f31, z0 , x f11, z0 and R := f11, z0 , x f31& f31, z0 , x f11 .
In addition, whenever L{0 one defines A j recursively as follows:
Ak&1 :=0, (22)
and, for 0 jk&2,
A j :=& :
k&1
i=0
zi+1A j+1zi +
1
L
(z1 Lz0+’H&R) A
j+1
+
1
L
(&z1P+’M+Q)(B+ f22, x)zj+1&A
j+1
x + f22, zj+1H. (23)
Theorem 1. Let f:; , 1:3, 1;2 be differentiable functions of
x, t, z0 , ..., zk such that Eqs. (6), (7), (8), and (9) of Lemma 1 hold, and let
f21=’ be a non-zero real parameter. Suppose HL{0. The equation
z0, t=F(x, t, z0 , ..., zk) describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated
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one-forms |:= f:1 dx+ f:2 dt if and only if the functions f:; and F satisfy
the following statements.
1. The function F is given in terms of f:; :
F=
1
L
:
k&1
i=1
z i+1(B+ f22, x)zi
+
1
HL
( f 231& f
2
11) { :
k&2
i=0
zi+1A i+T& f31, z0 f12, x+ f11, z0 f32, x=
+
f11
L
(z1 f32, z0+ f32, x)&
f31
L
(z1 f12, z0+ f12, x)+
’
H
(B+ f22, x)
&
1
L
( f31, t f11& f11, t f31). (24)
2. The zj -derivatives of f12 and f32 , 1 jk&1, are given in terms of
f11 and f31 by the formulas
f12, zj=&
1
L
[ f11A j& f11, z0(B+ f22, x)zj] (25)
f32, zj=&
1
L
[ f31A j& f31, z0(B+ f22, x)zj]. (26)
3. The z0 -derivatives of f12 and f32 satisfy the equation
f31, z0 f12, z0& f11, z0 f32, z0+A
0=0. (27)
4. The functions f12 and f32 satisfy the constraints
f12=
f11 f22
’
+
1
H \
& f11
’ { :
k&2
i=0
zi+1 Ai+T=+ f31, z0(B+ f22, x)+
+
f11
’H
( f31, z0 f12, x& f11, z0 f32, x), (28)
f32=
f31 f22
’
+
1
H \
& f31
’ { :
k&2
i=0
zi+1 Ai+T=+ f11, z0(B+ f22, x)+
+
f31
’H
( f31, z0 f12, x& f11, z0 f32, x). (29)
Proof. Assume that the equation z0, t=F(x, t, z0 , ..., zk) describes
pseudo-spherical surfaces. Since by hypothesis the derivatives f11, z0 and
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f31, z0 do not vanish simultaneously, one can re-write Eqs. (10), (11), and
(12) of Lemma 1 as follows:
:
k&1
i=0
zi+1( f12, zi f31, z0& f32, zi f11, z0)+’( f32 f31, z0& f12 f11, z0)
+ f22H+( f12, x f31, z0& f32, x f11, z0)+( f31, t f11, z0& f11, t f31, z0)=0, (30)
B& f11 f32+ f12 f31+ f22, x=0, and (31)
FL+ :
k&1
i=0
zi+1( f12, zi f31& f32, zi f11)+’( f32 f31& f12 f11)
& f22( f 231& f
2
11)+( f12, x f31& f32, x f11)+( f31, t f11& f11, t f31)=0.
(32)
These equations allow one to compute f12, zj and f32, zj for 1 jk&1.
Indeed, taking the zk -derivative of Eq. (30) and using Eqs. (6), (7), and (8)
of Lemma 1, one obtains
f12, zk&1 f31, z0& f32, zk&1 f11, z0=0, (33)
and, on the other hand, taking the zk&1-derivative of (31) and using (6),
(7), and (8) again, one finds
Bzk&1+ f12, zk&1 f31& f11 f32, zk&1=0. (34)
The system (33) and (34) yields
f12, zk&1=
f11, z0
L
Bzk&1 and
f32, zk&1=
f31, z0
L
Bzk&1 ,
and one can continue recursively. One obtains that the derivatives f12, zj and
f32, zj satisfy the system
f31, z0 f12, zj& f11, z0 f32, zj+A
j=0 for 0 jk&1, and
Bzj& f11 f32, zj+ f31 f12, zj+ f22, x, zj=0 for 1 jk&1,
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from which Eqs. (25) and (26) follow. Of course, one cannot say that the
same result holds for j=0. One only obtains the equality
f31, z0 f12, z0& f11, z0 f32, z0+A
0=0,
which is Eq. (27). Now one can find constraints on f12 , f32 , and their
x-derivatives, solely in terms of f11 , f31 , f22 , and their zj -derivatives:
Substitute the expressions for f12, zj and f32, zj , Eqs. (25) and (26), into
Eq. (30) and use Eq. (27). The conjunction of the resulting equation and
(31) gives a linear system in f12 and f32 which, in turn, yields the
constraints (28) and (29). Finally, one solves for F out of the equation
obtained by substituting Eqs. (25), (26), (28), and (29) into (32). One finds
Eq. (24), as claimed.
Conversely, one shows that if the functions F and f:; satisfy conditions
(24)(29), the equation z0, t=F(x, t, z0 , ..., zk) describes pseudo-spherical
surfaces with associated 1-forms |:= f:1 dx+ f:2 dt. It is enough to see
that Eqs. (10), (11), and (12)or equivalently Eqs. (30), (31), and (32)of
Lemma 1 hold, and this is a straightforward computation. K
This theorem characterizes the local structure of equations which
describe pseudo-spherical surfaces under the generic assumption HL{0.
As such, it is analogous to the first classification theorem (Theorem 2.2)
appearing in Chern and Tenenblat [4]. However, Theorem 1 has a
different character. In their work, the functions F, f12 , and f32 are expressed
in terms of ’, f11 , f31 , and f22 , and differential equations to be satisfied
by the last three functions are found. On the contrary, one sees from
Theorem 1 and its proof that only constraints on f12 and f32 are to
be found should F depend explicitly on x and t. Moreover, no differential
conditions on f11 , f31 , and f22 appear in this theorem, although one can
certainly find equations satisfied by these functions by simply taking the
zj -derivatives ( j=1, 2, ..., k&1) of the constraints (28) and (29), and
replacing into Eq. (25) and (26).
It turns out that Chern and Tenenblat’s [4] Theorem 2.2 can be directly
generalized if only explicit t-dependence is allowed. Indeed, the following
holds.
Corollary 1. Let f:; , 1:3, 1;2 be differentiable functions of
t, z0 , ..., zk such that Eqs. (6), (7), (8), and (9) of Lemma 1 hold, and let
f21=’ be a non-zero real parameter. Suppose HL{0. The equation
z0, t=F(t, z0 , ..., zk) describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated
one-forms |:= f:1 dx+ f:2 dt if and only if the functions f:; and F satisfy
the following statements.
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1. The function F is given in terms of f:; :
F=
1
L
:
k&1
i=0
zi+1Bzi+
1
HL \&z1
L
’
+ f 231& f
2
11+{ :
k&2
i=0
z i+1A i+T=
+
B
HL
(z1M+’L)+z1
f22
’
&
1
L
( f31, t f11& f11, t f31 ). (35)
2. The functions f12 and f32 are given in terms of f11 , f31 , and f22 by
the formulas
f12=
f11 f22
’
+
1
H \
&f11
’ { :
k&2
i=0
zi+1Ai+T=+ f31, z0 B+ , (36)
f32=
f31 f22
’
+
1
H \
&f31
’ { :
k&2
i=0
zi+1Ai+T=+ f11, z0 B+ . (37)
3. The functions f11 , f31 , and f22 satisfy the equations
L
’
f22, zj&
L
’ \ :
k&2
i=0
zi+1
Ai
H
+
T
H+ zj+
M
H
Bzj+A
j+
B
H 2
(LP+M 2) $j0=0
(38)
for j=0, 1, ..., k&1, where $j0=1 for j=0, and zero otherwise.
Proof. The equations for f12 and f32 follow immediately from the
constraints (28) and (29) of Theorem 1. Now, Eq. (27) (Part (3) of
Theorem 1) and the z0-derivative of Eq. (31) yield
f31, z0 f12, z0& f11, z0 f32, z0=&A
0, and
f31 f12, z0& f11 f32, z0=&Bz0+ f11, z0 f32& f31, z0 f12 .
One obtains Eq. (35) by solving this system for f12, z0 and f32, z0 , substitut-
ing the resulting equations into the expression for F appearing in Part (1)
of Theorem 1, and using Eqs. (36) and (37). The differential Eqs. (38) are
found by replacing formulas (36) and (37) into the constraints for the
derivatives of f12 and f32 appearing in Parts (2) and (3) of Theorem 1. The
converse is a straightforward computation. K
Attention is now turned to the study of the non-generic cases L=0 and
H=0 which arise in the classification of evolution equations describing
pseudo-spherical surfaces.
The condition L=0 is equivalent to f31=*(x, t) f11 . One can naturally
divide this case into two subcases, namely f31=0 or f11=0, and
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f31=*(x, t) f11 , *{0. These subcases are considered in the following three
results, which can be more clearly stated if one defines the functions
J:; :=
B+ f22, x
f:;
whenever f:; {0.
Theorem 2. Let f:; , 1:3, 1;2, be differentiable functions of
x, t, z0 , ..., zk such that Eqs. (6), (7), (8), and (9) of Lemma 1 hold, and
assume that f21=’, a non-zero real parameter. Suppose that either f31=0 or
f11=0. The equation z0, t=F(x, t, z0 , ..., zk) describes pseudo-spherical sur-
faces with associated one-forms |:= f:1 dx+ f:2 dt if and only if
1. Either f11=0, the functions f12 and f22 satisfy
f12, zk&1= f22, zk&2=0, and (39)
2. The functions f11 , f32 , and F are given by
f12=&J31 (40)
f32=
1
’ \ :
k&2
i=0
zi+1J31, zi+J31, x+ f22 f31+ , (41)
F=
1
’f31, z0
:
k&1
i=0
zi+1 {_ :
k&2
j=0
zj+1J31, zj&zi+J31, xzi+( f22 f31)zi=
+
1
’f31, z0 {_ :
k&2
j=0
zj+1J31, zj&x+J31, xx+( f22 f31)x=
&
’
f31, z0
J31&
f31, t
f31, z0
; (42)
3. Or f31=0, the functions f32 and f22 satisfy
f32, zk&1= f22, zk&2=0; and (43)
4. The functions f12 , f32 , and F are given by
f12=
1
’ \& :
k&2
i=0
zi+1 J11, zi&J11, x+ f22 f11+ , (44)
f32=J11 , (45)
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F=
1
’f11, z0
:
k&1
i=0
zi+1 {_& :
k&2
j=0
zj+1J11, zj&zi&J11, xzi+( f22 f11)zi=
+
1
’f31, z0 {_& :
k&2
j=0
zj+1J11, zj&x&J11, xx+( f22 f11)x=
+
’
f11, z0
J11&
f11, t
f11, z0
. (46)
Proof. This theorem is a direct generalization of Theorem 2.3 of Chern
and Tenenblat [4]. K
Consider now the subcase L=0, f31=*(x, t) f11 , *{0. Equations (10),
(11), and (12) of Lemma 1 become
&Ff11, z0+ :
k&1
i=0
zi+1 f12, zi+’f32&*f11 f22+ f12, x& f11, t=0, (47)
B& f11( f32&*f12)+ f22, x=0, (48)
and
&*Ff11, z0+ :
k&1
i=0
zi+1 f32, zi+’f12& f11( f22+*t)+ f32, x&*f11, t=0. (49)
Equations (47) and (49) obviously imply
:
k&1
i=0
zi+1( f32&*f12)zi &*’f32+ f11 f22(*
2&1)
+’f12&*f12, x&*t f11+ f32, x=0, (50)
and therefore two new subcases arise, depending on whether *2&1=0 or
not. These are considered in the following two theorems:
Theorem 3. Let f:; , 1:3, 1;2 be differentiable functions of
x, t, z0 , ..., zk such that Eqs. (6), (7), (8), and (9) of Lemma 1 hold, and
f21=’, a non-zero real parameter. Suppose f31=*f11 , f11 {0 and *2=1. The
equation z0, t=F(x, t, z0 , ..., zk) describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with
associated one-forms |:= f:1 dx+ f:2 dt if and only if
1. The function f22 satisfies
f22, x=0 and f22, zj=0 for 0 jk, (51)
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2. The functions f12 and f32 are constrained by
*f12& f32=0, and (52)
3. The function F is given by
F=
1
f11, z0 \ :
k&1
i=0
zi+1 f12, zi+*(’f12& f11 f22)+ f12, x& f11, t+ . (53)
Proof. Assume that the equation z0, t=F describes pseudo-spherical
surfaces. Equations (47), (48), and (50) are equivalent to
&Ff11, z0+ :
k&1
i=0
zi+1 f12, zi+’f32&*f11 f22+ f12, x& f11, t=0, (54)
B& f11( f32&*f12)+ f22, x=0, and (55)
:
k&1
i=0
zi+1(*f12& f32)zi&’*(*f12& f32)+(*f12& f32)x=0. (56)
Taking successive derivatives of (56) with respect to zk , zk&1 , ..., z1 , one
obtains
*f12, zj= f32, zj for 0 jk&1. (57)
and therefore Eq. (56) becomes
’*(*f12& f32)=(*f12& f32)x . (58)
It follows from the last two equations that the functions f12 and f32 satisfy
*f12& f32=,(t) exp(’*x) (59)
for some function ,(t). Replacing (59) into (55) and taking successive
derivatives of this equation with respect to zk&1 , zk&2 , ..., z1 , one finds
f22, zj=0 for 0 jk. (60)
It follows immediately from (59), (60) and Eq. (55) that
f11 ,(t) exp(’*x)+ f22, x=0.
Differentiating this equation with respect to z0 and using (60), one finds
,=0 and therefore f22, x=0. These computations give (51) and (52). The
formula (53) for F is found by substituting Eqs. (51) and (52) into (54).
The converse is a straightforward computation. K
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It remains to study the subcase L=0, f11 {0, *2&1{0. Let I be the
function
I := :
k&2
i=0
zi+1J11, zi+J11, x+(*
2&1) f11 f22&*t f11 . (61)
One obtains the result,
Theorem 4. Let f:; , 1:3, 1;2 be differentiable functions of
x, t, z0 , ..., zk such that Eqs. (6), (7), (8), and (9) of Lemma 1 hold, and
f21=’, a non-zero real parameter. Suppose f31=*f11 , f11 {0 and *2&1{0,
and set 2=’*2&’&*x . The equation z0=F(x, t, z0 , ..., zk) describes
pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated one-forms |:= f:1 dx+ f:2 dt if
and only if
1. Either 2{0 and
(a) The function f22 satisfies
f22, zk&2=0, (62)
(b) The functions f12 , f32 are given by
f12=
1
2
I&
’*
2
J11 , (63)
f32=
*
2
I&
’+*x
2
J11 , and (64)
(c) The function F is given by
F=
1
(*2&1) f11, z0 { :
k&1
i=0
zi+1 _*
2&1
2
I&
**x
2
J11 &zi
+_*
2&1
2
Ix&
**x
2
J11, x&+_**x2 +(*2&1) \
1
2+x& I
& f11, t(*2&1)&**t f11+_’*x2 &* \
*x
2 +x&’& J11= . (65)
2. Or 2=0, *x {0, and
(a) The function f22 satisfies
f22, zj=0 for 0 jk; (66)
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(b) The functions f12 and f32 satisfy the constraint
*f12& f32=&
f22, x
f11
; (67)
(c) The functions f11 and f22 satisfy the differential equation
’2*
f22, x
f11
=*x f11 f22+’ \f22, xf11 +x&’*t f11 ; and (68)
(d) The function F is given by
F=
1
f11, z0
:
k&1
i=0
zi+1 f12, zi
+
’
*x f11, z0 {&’
f22, x
f11
+*f32, x& f12, x&
*x
’
f11, t&**t f11= . (69)
Proof. Assume that z0, t=F describes pseudo-spherical surfaces, and
suppose first that 2{0. One easily sees that the equations
&F(*2&1) f11, z0+ :
k&1
i=0
zi+1(*f32& f12)zi+’(*f12& f32)
+*f32, x& f12, x& f11, t(*2&1)&**t f11=0, (70)
B& f11( f32&*f12)+ f22, x=0, and (71)
:
k&1
i=0
zi+1(*f12& f32)zi+’(*f32& f12)&(*
2&1) f11 f22
+(*f12& f32)x&*x f12+*t f11=0, (72)
are equivalent to Eqs. (47), (48), and (49). Taking the zk -derivative of
Eq. (72) one obtains
(*f12& f32)zk&1=0, (73)
and therefore by taking the zk&1 -derivative of (71) and using Eq. (73) one
finds f22, zk&2=0, as claimed in Part (1a) of the theorem. Now, Eq. (71) can
be considered as an equation for *f12& f32 . It yields
*f12& f32=\& 1f11+ (B+ f22, x)=&J11 . (74)
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Replacing this equation into (72) and using (73) one finds
&(’+*x) f12+’*f32=I. (75)
Equations (63) and (64) follow at once from this last equality and (74).
Finally, formula (65) for F is found by substituting (63) and (64) into (70).
Assume now that z0, t=F describes pseudo-spherical surfaces, 2=0, and
*x {0. Equation (72) becomes
:
k&1
i=0
zi+1(*f12& f32)zi+’(*f32& f12)&
*x
’
f11 f22
+(*f12& f32)x&*x f12+*t f11=0. (76)
Taking successive derivatives of both this equation and (71) with respect to
zk , zk&1 , ..., z1 one obtains
(*f12& f32)zj=0 for 0 jk&1, and
f22, zj=0 for 0 jk&2.
This gives Part (2a) of the theorem. Now, these equations imply B=0, and
therefore Eq. (74) becomes
*f12& f32=
&f22, x
f11
,
which is the constraint (67). One finds the differential Eq. (68) for f11 and
f22 by substituting this constraint back into Eq. (76). Finally, formula (69)
for F follows from Equations (70) and Parts (2a) and (2b).
The converse is a straightforward computation. K
One considers next the non-generic case H=0. Clearly, H=0 is equiv-
alent to f 211& f
2
31=c(x, t), and one can certainly assume that c{0 for,
otherwise, L=0. The following notation will be introduced:
V := f11, x f31& f11 f31, x , and W := f31, x f31& f11 f11, x .
In addition, one defines E j recursively as follows:
Ek&1 :=0, (77)
and for 0 jk&2,
E j :=& :
k&1
i=0
zi+1E j+1zi +\&z1 Lc +’+
V
c + (B+ f22, x)zj+1&E j+1x +
W
c
E j+1.
(78)
The result is the following:
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Theorem 5. Let f:; , 1:3, 1;2 be differentiable functions of
x, t, z0 , ..., zk such that Eq. (6), (7), (8), and (9) of Lemma 1 hold,
and f21=’, a non-zero real parameter. Suppose that f 231& f
2
11=c, where c=
c(x, t){0. The equation z0, t=F(x, t, z0 , ..., zk) describes pseudo-spherical
surfaces with associated one-forms |:= f:1 dx+ f:2 dt if and only if
1. The function F is given in terms of f:; :
F=
1
L { :
k&1
i=0
zi+1(B+ f22, x)zi &z1( f12, z0 f31& f32, z0 f11)+ f12(’f11+ f31, x)
& f32(’f31+ f11, x)+ f22c+(B+ f22, x)x& f11 f31, t+ f31 f11, t= . (79)
2. The zj -derivatives of f12 and f32 , 1 jk&1 are given in terms of
f11 , f31 , and f22 by the formulas
f12, zj=
1
c
[ f11E j& f31(B+ f22, x)zj] (80)
f32, zj=
1
c
[ f31E j& f11(B+ f22, x)zj]. (81)
3. The z0 -derivatives of f12 and f32 are related by the equation
f11 f12, z0& f31 f32, z0+E
0=0. (82)
4. The functions f12 and f32 are related by the equation
&f11 f32+ f31 f12+B+ f22, x=0. (83)
5. The functions f12 and f32 satisfy the constraints
f12, x=
1
c { f11\& :
k&1
i=0
zi+1 E i+’(B+ f22, x)+& f31(B+ f22, x)x
+ f31( f11, x f32& f31, x f12)+
f11
2
ct =
(84)
f32, x=
1
c { f31\& :
k&1
i=0
zi+1E i+’(B+ f22, x)+& f11(B+ f22, x)x
+ f11( f11, x f32& f31, x f12)+
f31
2
ct= .
Proof. This theorem may be proven by working along the lines of
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.5 of Chern and Tenenblat [4]. K
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3. FORMAL SYMMETRIES AND KINEMATIC INTEGRABILITY
Formal symmetries have been studied, among others, by Svinolupov and
Sokolov [16], Mikhailov, Shabat, and Yamilov [10], and Mikhailov,
Shabat, and Sokolov [9]. Exhaustive references may be found in the last
work cited. A fine introduction to this subject appears in Olver [11]. The
general notion will be neither reviewed nor used here, the interested reader
is kindly referred to the bibliography. What is of interest for the present
work is the particular case of a formal symmetry of infinite rank:
Definition 2. Let z0, t=F(x, z0 , ..., zk) be an evolution equation, and
assume that F does not depend explicitly on the ‘‘flow parameter’’ t. Let
Dx=

x
+ :

k=0
zk+1

zk
(86)
be the operator of total derivative with respect to x, and let
F
*
= :
k
i=0
F
zi
D ix
be the formal linearization of F. A formal symmetry of infinite rank is a
formal pseudo-differential operator
9= :
N
&
fk Dkx ,
where fk= fk(x, z0 , z1 , ..., zr(k)) for some number r(k), such that the Lax-
type equation
9t=[F* , 9]
holds on solutions of z0, t=F.
A formal symmetry of infinite rank of the equation z0, t=F(x, z0 , ..., zk)
generates a sequence of symmetries of this equation depending on
arbitrarily large numbers of x-derivatives of the dependent variable z0 .
Thus, its existence can be certainly advocated as an indicator of
integrability. Details about this point of view appear in the works cited
above and also in Fokas [5] and Olver [11, Section 5.2], in which com-
plete proofs may be found.
Before proceeding with the theorems relating kinematic and formal
integrability, one must note that the property ‘‘The equation z0, t=F
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describes pseudo-spherical surfaces’’ is invariant under contact transforma-
tions, and that, on the other hand, the a priori assumption f21=’ is not.
The first theorem of this section is on second order equations.
Theorem 6. Every second order evolution equation of the form
z0, t=F(x, z0 , z1 , z2) which possesses a formal symmetry of infinite rank
describes pseudo-spherical surfaces. Moreover, there exists an exhaustive list
of representatives (up to contact transformations) of formally integrable
second order equations which are kinematically integrable in the strict sense.
Proof. Mikhailov, Shabat, and Sokolov [9] provide an exhaustive list
of second order equations which possess a formal symmetry of infinite
rank. Up to contact transformations they are (Olver [11, Theorem 5.48]:
z0, t=z2+a(x) z0 (87)
z0, t=z2+z0z1+h(x), (88)
z0, t=Dx(z1z&20 +:xz0+;z0), :, ; # R, and (89)
z0, t=Dx(z1z&20 +x). (90)
The fact that linear equations describe pseudo-spherical surfaces with
f21=’ is a rather trivial exercise which will be worked out in Section 5 for
completeness. On the contrary, the computations needed for proving that
the non-linear equations (88), (89), and (90) are kinematically integrable
are not straightforward. They will be worked out in detail.
1. The equation z0, t=z2+z0 z1+h(x). Theorem 1 is the result
relevant here. Equate the right-hand side of the aforementioned equation
with F given by (24). Set F(1)=z2+z0 z1+h(x), and assume that the func-
tions f:; do not depend explicitly on t.
The coefficient of z2 in F(1) is one, so that f22, z0=L, B=z1 L, and
A0=&z1P+’M+Q. This means that F equals
F=z2&z21
P
HL
( f 231& f
2
11)
+z1 {
1
HL
( f 231& f
2
11)(’M+Q)+
f11 f32, z0& f31 f12, z0
L
+
’L
H =
+
1
HL
( f 231& f
2
11)[& f31, z0 f12, x+ f11, z0 f32, x]+
f11 f32, x& f31 f12, x
L
+
’f22, x
H
. (91)
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Now, Eqs. (25) and (26) of Theorem 1 imply that f12, z1= f11, z0 and
f32, z1= f31, z0 . Thus, the constraints on f12 and f32 appearing in Theorem 1,
Eqs. (28) and (29), yield the following equations for the z0 -derivatives of
f11 and f31 :
f11, z0=2z1
f11
’
P&
f11M
H
+
f31, z0
H
L, (92)
f31, z0=2z1
f31
’
P&
f31M
H
+
f11, z0
H
L. (93)
The z1 -derivatives of these equations yield P=0, and it follows that the
second z1 -derivative of F is
Fz1 z1=2
Lz0
L
. (94)
Since the second z1 -derivative of F(1) is 0, Lz0=0, and therefore f22, z0z0=0.
The equations P=0, Lz0=0, and f22, z0z0=0 are enough to determine the
functions f11 , f31 , and f22 up to functions of x. Indeed, one easily finds
f11=a(x) z0+b(x), (95)
f31=*(x) a(x) z0+*(x) b(x)+&(x), and (96)
f22=&&(x) a(x) z0+;(x). (97)
Now one uses the fact that the z1-derivative of F (1) is z0 . One finds the
equation
Fz1=
1
L
(’H+ f11 f32, z0& f31 f12, z0&R)=z0 . (98)
Since Eq. (27) (Theorem 1, Part (3)) must hold, one obtains
*af12, z0&af32, z0+’M+Q=0. (99)
The last two equations imply that
f12, z0=az0&ax&*a’, and (100)
f32, z0=*az0&(*a)x&a’, (101)
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so that, since f12, z1= f11, z0 and f32, z1= f31, z0 ,
f12=az1+
a
2
z20&(ax+*a’) z0+#, and (102)
f32=*az1+
*a
2
z20&((*a)x+a’) z0+$. (103)
These computations imply that the formula for F, Eq. (91), becomes
F=z2+z1 {\HL &
L
H+
Q
M
+z0+
R
L=&
a
M
f12, x \1&*LH +
+
a
M
f32, x \*& LH++
’f22, x
H
. (104)
Comparison of this formula with F(1) yields a very difficult under-deter-
mined system of ordinary differential equations for the x-dependent
coefficients of the functions f:; . One then supplements it with equations
coming from the constraints on f12 and f32 , Eqs. (28) and (29), which have
not been used so far. (Indeed, only their z1 -derivatives were.) The result is
a very difficult over-determined system of o.d.e.’s for the aforementioned
functions. The obvious way to proceed then, is to impose an ansatz
on some of them. It is enough to assume that *=0. The functions $, &, ;,
a, #, and b appearing in Eqs. (95), (96), (97), (102) and (103) are then
determined by the following ten equations:
ax=0 (105)
&
axb
2a
+axx=0 (106)
ah&#x+’&x+
axxb
a
=0 (107)
bh&
b#x
a
&
’;x
a
+
& $x
a
=0 (108)
a
2
+
a2&
’
=0 (109)
&2ax+
ab&
’
&
a;
’
=0 (110)
#&
b;
’
+
$x
’
=0 (111)
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&a2’+
a2&2
’
=0 (112)
a $&ab’+
ab&2
’
&
a&;
’
+a&x=0 (113)
b $&
b&;
’
&;x+
&$x
’
=0. (114)
The first four equations come from comparing F with F(1) . Equations
(109), (110), and (111) appear after comparing the constraint (28) with
Eq. (102). Finally, the last three equations can be deduced from comparing
(29) with (103). This system can be solved without trouble. One obtains
a=
1
2
, #=
1
2 | h(x) dx, b=
&;
’
, &=&’,
and (115)
$=&;,
in which ; is determined by the Riccati equation
;2&’;x+
’2
2 | h(x) dx=0. (116)
For the convenience of the reader, the final result is stated here: The
equation z0, t=z2+z0z1+h(x) describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with
associated functions f11= 12z0&(;’) , f21=’, f31=&’, f22=(’2) z0+;,
f12= 12z1+
1
4z
2
0+
1
2  h(x) dx, and f32=&
’
2z0&;, ; a solution of Eq. (116).
These functions reduce to the ones found by Chern and Tenenblat [4] for
the Burgers’ equation if ;=h=0.
2. The equation z0, t=Dx(z1z&20 +:xz0+;z0). Set F(2)=z
&2
0 z2&
2z&30 z
2
1+(:x+;) z1+:z0 . The fact that the equation z0, t=F (2) describes
pseudo-spherical surfaces is a consequence of Theorem 3. Indeed, assume
that L=0, f31=*f11 , and *2=1.
Suppose, moreover, that the functions f:; do not depend explicitly on t.
Equation (53) implies that F is given by
F=
1
f11, z0
(z2 f12, z1+z1 f12, z0+*’f12&*f11 f22+ f12, x). (117)
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Comparing the z2 -coefficients of F and F(2) , one sees that the functions f12
and f11 must satisfy
f12=b(x, z0) z1+c(x, z0), and
f11, z0=z
2
0b(x, z0).
The function b(x, z0) is found by comparing the z21 -coefficients of F and
F(2) . One obtains b(x, z0)=#(x) z&20 , and therefore
f11=#(x) z0+d(x).
Since by Eq. (51), Part (1) of Theorem 3, f22=k, the function F becomes
F=z&20 z2&2z
&3
0 z
2
1+\cz0# +
*’
z20
+
#x
#z20+ z1
&*kz0+
*’c
#
&
*kd
#
+
cx
#
. (118)
Compare the z1 -coefficients of F and F (2) . One finds that c must be given
by
c(x, z0)=#(:x+;) z0+# \*’+#x# + z&10 +$(x) (119)
for a function $(x) to be determined. Replace this equation back into the
expression (118) for F. It follows that the functions F and F(2) are equal if
and only if
&*k+*’(:x+;)+
#x
#
(:x+;)=0 (120)
*’ \*’+#x# ++
#x
#
*’+
#xx
#
=0, and (121)
*’ $&*kd+$x=0. (122)
Choose the ansatz $=d=k=0. Equation (122) is then vacuous, and
Eqs. (120) and (121) become an over-determined system for #(x) which
admits the immediate solution
#=exp(&’*x).
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To summarize, the equation z0, t=z&20 z2&2z
&3
0 z
2
1+(:x+;) z1+:z0
describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated functions f11=
exp(&’*x) z0 , f21=’, f22=0, f31=* exp(&’*x) z0 , f12=exp(&’*x)
z&20 z1+exp(&’*x)(:x+;) z0 , and f32=* exp(&’*x) z
&2
0 z1+* exp
(&’*x)(:x+;) z0 , in which *2=1.
3. The equation z0, t=Dx(z1z&20 +x)=z
&2
0 z2&2z
&3
0 z
2
1+1. That this
equation describes pseudo-spherical surfaces is also a consequence of
Theorem 3. One easily finds, by using (118), (119), (120), and (121), that
the aforementioned equation describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with
associated functions f11=exp(&*’x) z0 , f21=’, f22=0, f31=* exp(&*’x)
z0 , f12=exp(&*’x) z&20 z1+$(x), and f32=* exp(&*’x) z
&2
0 z1+*$(x), in
which the function $(x) is determined by
*’ $+$x=exp(&*’x), (123)
and *2=1.
This finishes the proof that Eqs. (88), (89) and (90) are kinematically
integrable in the strict sense, and therefore the proof of Theorem 6 is
complete. K
It may be worth noticing that even though the last part of the proof
deals with equations without explicit x dependence, the associated func-
tions f:; are explicitly x-dependent, and therefore could not be found by
using only the results appearing in Chern and Tenenblat [4].
Attention is now turned to third-order equations. It will be shown that
one may not hope for exhaustive lists of formally integrable third order
evolution equations formed by only strictly kinematically integrable p.d.e.’s.
Abellanas and Galindo [1] have proven that an equation of HarryDym
type, z0, t= f (t, z0 , z1) z3 , is formally integrable if and only if either f =
(:z20+;z0+#)
32 or f =(z1+$)3, :, ;, #, $ in R, up to re-parametrizations
of the t variable. One has the following theorem.
Theorem 7. 1. The members of the family of equations
z0, t=a(z0) z3
describe pseudo-spherical surfaces.
2. There are no functions f:; depending on x, t and a finite number of
variables zi , i0, with f21=’, such that the formally integrable equation
z0, t=(z1+$)3 z3 , $ # R,
describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated functions f:; .
Proof. Assume that a{0. The members of the family of equations
z0, t=az3 describe pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated functions f:;
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determined by Theorem 3: Assume from the onset that the functions f:; do
not depend explicitly on t. The function F, the right-hand side of the
differential equation, is given by Eq. (53),
F=
1
f11, z0
(z3 f12, z2+z2 f12, z1+z1 f12, z0+*’f12&*f11 f22+ f12, x),
and therefore one must have f12=af11, z0z2+:(x, z0 , z1). Since no z2 term
must appear in F, one finds the equations
*’f11, z0+ f11, z0 , x=0 and
(124):=&12 (af11, z0)z0 z
2
1+;(x, z0)+#(x).
Reemplacing these equations into the expression for F, one sees that f11
must also satisfy
f11, z0=
1
a
(&z0+$), (125)
for functions &{0 and $ to be determined. Since no z1 terms must appear
in F, one must have ;z0=0, and so one may choose #=0. Taking
f22=;=0, one finds F=a(z0) z3 , as long as f11 satisfies (124) and (125).
The explicit formulae for the functions f:; are
f11=exp(&*’x) |
z0
a
dz0 , f21=’, f31=*f11 ,
f12=exp(&*’x)[z0 z2& 12z
2
1], f22=0, and f32=*f12 ,
in which *2=1.
Now set F(3)=(z1+$)3 z3 . Comparison of F as given by formula (24)
(Theorem 1) with F(3) , yields f22, z1=L(z1+$)
3 and this fact, together with
Eqs. (25) and (26), yields in turn Fz2z2=6(z1+$)
2, so that F{F(3). The
function F(3) cannot be given by formulae (42) (Theorem 2) or (65)
(Theorem 4.1); it would follow that the coefficient of z3 in F (3) depends at
most on z0 . It is not given by formulae (53) (Theorem 3) or (69)
(Theorem 4.2) either: Comparison of F as given by them and F(3) implies
f12, z2= f11, z0(z1+$)
3, and it would follows that F (3), z2z2=6(z1+$)
2 instead
of zero. A similar argument, using Eqs. (80) and (81), shows that F(3) can-
not be given by formula (79) (Theorem 5). K
One may still wonder if a result analogous to Theorem 6 holds for a
different subclass of formally integrable third order equations. Indeed this
is so:
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Theorem 8. Every third-order evolution equation of the form
z0, t=z&30 z3+a2(x, z0 , z1) z
2
2+a1(x, z0 , z1) z2+a0(x, z0 , z1) (126)
which possesses a formal symmetry of infinite rank describes pseudo-spherical
surfaces. Moreover, there exists an exhaustive list of representatives (up to
contact transformations) of formally integrable third-order equations of the
form (126) which are kinematically integrable in the strict sense.
Proof. An exhaustive list of representatives of formally integrable third
order equations of the form (126) appears in Mihailov, Shabat, and
Sokolov [9, pp. 162163]. Each member of the aforementioned list is of
the form
z0, t=DxA,
in which A=A(x, z0 , ..., z2). The result then follows from the rather general
proposition proven next.
Proposition 1. Equations in the form of conservation laws,
z0, t=DxA,
in which A=A(x, z0 , ..., zk), describe pseudo-spherical surfaces.
Proof. Indeed, associated functions f:; are determined by Theorem 4.2.
It is enough to set f11=:(x) z0 , f21=’, f22=0, f31=*(x) :(x) z0 ,
f12=:(x) A, and f32=*(x) :(x) A, where the functions *(x) and :(x) are
determined by the following equations:
’*2&’&*x=0, and
’*(x) :+:x=0. K
What about quasi-linear formally integrable third order equations of the
form z0, t=z3+G(z0 , z1 , z2)? It appears that no result analogous to
Theorem 6 may be proven in this case. For example, one has the following
proposition.
Proposition 2. There are no functions f:; depending on a finite number
of variables zi , i0, with f:;, x= f:;, t=0 and f21=’, such that the formally
integrable equation
z0, t=z3+z31+cz1+c1 , c, c1 # R,
describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated functions f:; .
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Proof. It is enough to use the results proven by Chern and Tenenblat
[4]. Taking F(4)=z3+z31+cz1+c1 , one sees that if F(4) were given by
their Theorem 2.2, one would have f22, z1=L and Lz0=Pz0=0, and then
the differential equation
L
’
f22, z1&
L
’
:
1
i=0 \zi+1
Ai
H +z1+A
1+
M
H
Bz1=0
which f22 , f11 and f31 must satisfy would imply L=0, a contradiction. The
function F(4) is not given by Chern and Tenenblat’s [4] Theorems 2.3 or
2.4 either: One easily sees that the fact that the coefficient of z3 be 1
precludes the term z31 from appearing. Finally, it is proven in Rabelo and
Tenenblat [14] that no ’-independent equation of the form z0, t=
z3+G(z0 , z1 , z2) is given by Chern and Tenenblat’s [4] Theorem 2.5. K
Long computations suggest that this proposition holds without the
assumption f:;, x= f:;, t=0, but this fact has not been checked completely.
4. CONSERVATION LAWS AND KINEMATIC INTEGRABILITY
As mentioned in the Introduction, Sasaki [15], Chern and Tenenblat
[4], and Cavalcante and Tenenblat [1988] have given a geometrical
method for constructing conservation laws of equations describing pseudo-
spherical surfaces. The formal content of this method is reviewed in the
following theorem, which may be seen as generalizing the classical discus-
sion on conservation laws appearing in Wadati, Sanuki, and Konno [18].
Theorem 9. Suppose that z0, t=F(t, x, z0 , z1 , ..., zk) is an evolution
equation describing pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated functions
f:; , f21=’. The systems
Dx ,1=
1
4
( f 211& f
2
31)+\Dx( f11& f31)f11& f31 &’+ ,1&,21 , (127)
Dt ,1=Dx \12 f22+
f12& f32
f11& f31
,1 + , f11 { f31 , (128)
and
Dx,2=
&1
4
( f 211& f
2
31)+\Dx( f11+ f31)f11+ f31 +’+ ,2+,22 , (129)
Dt,2=Dx \12 f22+
f12+ f32
f11+ f31
,2+ , f11 {& f31 , (130)
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in which Dx is the total derivative operator defined in (86) and
Dt=

t
+ :

k=0
Dkx(F )

zk
,
are integrable on solutions of the equation z0, t=F.
Proof. The equation z0, t=F is the necessary and sufficient condition
for the integrability of the linear problem (4). Equivalently, by (1), the
functions f:; satisfy the equations
&Dt f11+Dx f12= f31 f22& f21 f32 , (131)
&Dt f21+Dx f22= f11 f32& f12 f31 , (132)
&Dt f31+Dx f32= f11 f22& f12 f21 . (133)
Set v=(91 , 92)t and define
,1=
f11& f31
2 \
92
91+ , and ,2=&
f11+ f31
2 \
91
92+ .
Straightforward computations using Eqs. (131), (132), and (133) allow one
to check that if v=(91 , 92)t is a non-trivial solution of the linear system
dv=0v, ,1 is a solution of the system (127), (128), and ,2 is a solution of
the system of Eqs. (129), (130). K
This theorem provides one with at least one ’-dependent conservation
law of the evolution equation z0, t=F, to wit, Eqs. (128) andor (130). One
obtains a sequence of ’-independent conservation laws by expanding ,1
andor ,2 in (inverse) powers of ’. Thus, for instance, a short computation
shows that if one assumes that f11 , f31 are independent of ’, f11 { f31 , and
takes
,1= :

n=1
, (n)1 ’
&n,
consideration of Eq. (127) yields the recursion relation
, (1)1 =
1
4
( f 211& f
2
31), (134)
, (n+1)1 =
Dx( f11& f31)
f11& f31
, (n)1 &Dx,
(n)
1 & :
n&1
i=1
, (i)1 ,
(n&i)
1 , n1, (135)
which in turn, by replacing into (128), yields the sequence of conservation
laws of equations integrable by AKNS inverse scattering found by Wadati,
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Sanuki, and Konno [18]. Note, however, that the present result is in
a sense stronger, as it holds for equations with explicit x andor t
dependence. Two further examples are given by the following technical,
and straightforward, propositions.
First, suppose that f11 and f31 are polynomials or power series in ’.
Proposition 3. Let f:; , f11 { f31 , f21=’ be functions depending on x, t,
and a finite number of variables zi , i0. Set 2a= f11& f31 , 2b= f11+ f31
and assume that
ab= :

n=0
An’n, and
Dx(a)
a
&’= :

n=0
Bn’n.
Suppose further that the system (127), (128) determined by the functions f:;
is integrable. The function
,1= :

n=0
, (n)1 ’
n
is a solution of (127), (128) if and only if the coefficients , (n)1 solve the
equations
Dx , (n)1 =An+ :
n
i=0
Bi, (n&i)1 & :
n
i=0
, (i)1 ,
(n&i)
1 . (136)
Now suppose that the functions f11 and f31 are given by Laurent series in
’. Of course, one still has (notation as in Proposition 3),
Dx(a)
a
&’= :

i=0
Bi’i for some functions Bi .
Proposition 4. Let f:; , f11 { f31 , f21=’ be functions depending on x, t,
and a finite number of variables zi , i0. Set 2a= f11& f31 , 2b= f11+ f31
and assume that
ab= :
2n
i=1
A&i’&i+ :

i=0
Ai’ i, A&2n>0.
Suppose further that the system (127), (128) determined by the functions f:;
is integrable. The function
,1= :
n
i=1
, (&i)1 ’
&i+ :

i=0
, (i)1 ’
i
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is a solution of (127), (128) if and only if the coefficients , (\i)1 solve the
equations
A&i= :
1l, mn
l+m=i
, (&l )1 ,
(&m)
1 , i=n+1, ..., 2n, (137)
Dx , (&i)1 =A&i+ :
l0, 1 jn
l& j=&i
Bl, (& j)1 & :
1l, mn
l+m=i
, (&l )1 ,
(&m)
1
&2 :
0l, 1mn
l&m=&i
, (l )1 ,
(&m)
1 , i=1, ..., n, (138)
Dx ,(i)1 =Ai+ :
l0, 1mn
l&m=i
Bl, (&m)1 + :
i
j=0
Bj, (i& j)1 & :
i
j=0
, ( j)1 ,
(i& j)
1
&2 :
0l, 1mn
l&m=i
, (l )1 ,
(&m)
1 , i0. (139)
Remarks. 1. The assumption on ab appearing in Proposition 4 is not
truly essential. Indeed, a pole of maximum order 2n is attainable by means
of a formal re-parametrization ==’12.
2. Proposition 3 yields conservation laws which are in general
non-local, as the coefficients , (n)1 are to be found by solving differential
equations. On the other hand, it is not hard to convince oneself that the
conservation laws obtained from Proposition 4 are local.
The propositions stated above allow one to find conservation laws for
every formally integrable second-order equation by using Theorem 6. In
particular, one can prove that the generalized Burgers’ equation, Eq. (88),
possesses a sequence of local conservation laws as follows.
The generalized Burgers’ equation was shown in Theorem 6 to describe
pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated functions f11=(12) z0&(;’),
f12=(12) z1+(14) z20+(12)  h(x) dx, f21=’, f22=(’2) z0+;, f31=
&’, and f32=&(’2) z0&; (notation as in Theorem 6). It follows that
ab=
1
4 \
1
4
z20&
;z0
’
+
;2
’2
&’2+ , and
Dx(a)
a
=
1
2(A&B) _(2;x&Az1) :

n=0 \
1
A+
n+1
’n
&(2;x&Bz1) :

n=0 \
1
B+
n+1
’n& ,
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where A, B are determined by (’&A)(’&B)=’2+(12) ’z0&;. Proposi-
tion 4 now implies that the following are conserved densities for the
generalized Burgers’ equation (notation as in Proposition 4, with n=1):
, (&1)1 =
;
2
,
, (0)1 =_12 \
;x
A&B+\
1
A
&
1
B+&
z0
4
&
;x
2;& ,
, (i+1)1 =
1
; _Ai&Dx, (i)1 +
;
2
B i+1+ :
i
j=0
(Bj&, ( j)1 ) ,
(i& j)
1 & , i0.
Remark. It is well-known that the usual Burgers’ equation does not
possess a sequence of (non-trivial) local conservation laws. Non-local
conservation laws for this equation can be found by using Proposition 3.
Indeed, Burgers’ equation describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with
associated functions f11=(12) z0 , f12=(12) z1+(14) z20 , f21=’, f22=
(’2) z0 , f31=&’, and f32=&(’2) z0 . It follows that (notation as in
Proposition 3):
ab=
1
16
z20&
1
4
’2,
Dx(a)
a
&’=&’+
z1
z0
:

k=0
(&1)k \ 2z0+
k
’k.
Equation (136) now gives , (0)1 =(14) z0 , and one recovers from (128) the
obvious fact that the Burgers’ equation itself is a conservation law. On the
other hand, the functions , (n)1 , n1, are determined by integrations. For
example, , (1)1 is a solution of the o.d.e.
Dx ,(1)1 =\z1z0 &
z0
2 + , (1)1 &\
z0
4
&
z1
2z0+ .
5. FURTHER EXAMPLES AND COMMENTS
Some further applications and remarks are collected in this final section.
In particular, some new families of equations describing pseudo-spherical
surfaces are introduced.
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1. The linear equation. Consider the general k th order linear partial
differential equation
z0, t=a&1+a0 z0+ } } } +ak zk , (140)
in which the coefficients ai are functions of x. That this equation describes
pseudo-spherical surfaces is a consequence of Theorem 3. Indeed, it is
enough to take *=1 and consider
f11= f31=#(x) z0 , f21=’, f22=0, and
f12= f32= :
k
j=1
Ck& jzk& j+E,
where the functions Ck& j are determined by the equations
Ck=0, and
Ck&i=ak&i+1#&’Ck&i+1&Ck&i+1, x , i=1, 2, ..., k,
the function #{0 is a solution of the linear o.d.e. ’C0+C0, x=#a0 and E
is determined by the equation ’E+Ex=a&1#.
Remark. Some linear equations with t-dependent coefficients appear as
special cases of Theorem 4. Indeed, if one determines * by the equations
*x=0 and &*t=A(t)2,
where 2=’*2&’&*x and A(t) is arbitrary, then the family of equations
z0, t=A(t) z1+B(t) z0 (141)
with B(t) also arbitrary, describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated
functions f11=a(x, t, ’) z0 , f21=’, f31=*f11 , f22=0, f12=aAz0 , and
f32=*aAz0 , where the function a(x, t, ’) is determined by the linear partial
differential equation
at&axA&’*aA=&aB(t).
No other explicitly xt-dependent examples in which Theorem 4.1 can be
applied are known to this author.
2. The equation z0, t=z3+z20z1+cz1 , c # R. This formally integrable
equation describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated functions f:;
given by Theorem 2. Indeed, one easily finds f11=0, f21=’, f31=- 23 z0 ,
f22= 13(’z
2
0+3’c+3’
3), f12=&- 23 ’z1 , and f32=- 23 (z2+ 13z30+(c+’2) z0).
(See also Chern and Tenenblat [4].)
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3. An x-dependent family. A new family of equations describing
pseudo-spherical surfaces can be constructed by applying Theorem 3.
Indeed, the members of the family of equations
z0, t=b(x, z1) z3+b(x, z1)z1 z
2
2+b(x, z1)x z2 ,
where b(x, z1) is arbitrary, describe pseudo-spherical surfaces with
associated functions f:; determined by
f11= f31=:(x) z0 , f22=0, f21=’, and f12= f32=b:z2 ,
in which ’:+:x=0. It may be remarked that even if bx=0, the associated
functions f:; are explicitly x-dependent.
4. A non-generic example. Let h(t){0 and consider the equation
vt=e&3h(t)2(v&12x )xx+e
h(t)2v32x &ht(t)v
This equation describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated func-
tions satisfying the non-generic condition f 231& f
2
11=c considered in
Theorem 5. Indeed, it is a simple variation of an example due to
Cavalcante and Tenenblat [1988]. One finds f11=’ sinh(ehv), f21=’,
f22=&’2e&h2v&12x , f31=’ cosh(e
hv), f12=’e&h2(v&12x )x cosh(e
hv)+
[eh2(vx)12&’e&h2(vx)&12] ’ sinh(ehv), and f32=’e&h2(v&12x )x sinh(e
hv)
+[eh2(vx)12&’e&h2(vx)&12] ’ cosh(ehv).
5. An explicitly t-dependent KdV equation. A family of explicitly
t-dependent evolution equations describing pseudo-spherical surfaces to
which the KdV belongs, is found by considering Corollary 1 and making
the extra a priori assumption f11, z0= f31, z0 {0. Indeed, the family
z0, t=&K(t) z3+A(t) z0z1+B(t) z1+C(t) z0+D(t),
with \AK+ t+\
A
K+ C=0, (142)
describes pseudo-spherical surfaces with associated functions f11=:z0+;,
f21=’, f31=:z0+;+a, f22=&(A3) z1+(A’3) z0+#, and f12 , f32
determined by formulas (36) and (37) of Corollary 1. Here, a and : are
functions such that
a:=&
A(t)
3K(t)
,
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# is given by
#=’ _B+a2K+2a;K+ata’&K’2&
and ; satisfies the equation
at
a
;+;t+(at+:D)=0.
Remark. The members of the family (142) possess an infinite sequence
of (explicitly t-dependent) local conservation laws. Indeed, Eq. (134) and
(135) imply that the functions
, (1)1 =
A
6K
z0&
1
4
(2a;+a2), (143)
, (n+1)1 =&\Dx, (n)1 + :
n&1
j=1
, ( j)1 ,
(n& j)
1 + (144)
are conserved densities for these equations. As usual, one sees that for odd
numbers n, the conserved density , (n)1 contains a pure power of ,
(1)
1 and is,
therefore, non-trivial.
6. The CalogeroDegasperis family. The family of equations
z0, t=:1(t) z3&6:1(t) z0z1+(:0(t)&4x:1(t)) z1&8:1(t) z0 (145)
has been shown to be integrable by inverse scattering techniques by
Calogero and Degasperis [3]. A one-parameter family of linear problems
for which Eq. (145) is the integrability condition is determined by
Theorem 1 and the a priori assumption f11, z0= f31, z0 . One obtains that the
functions f:; are given by the formulae
f11=:z0
f31=:z0+a,
f21=’,
f22=2:1 z1&2’:1z0+
at
a
+’:0+4:1&’:1(4x+a2&’2),
f12=::1 z2&’::1z1&2::1z20+:(:0&:1[4x+a
2&’2]) z0+
4’:1
a
, and
f32=::1 z2&’::1z1&2::1z20+:(:0&:1[4x&’
2]) z0
&a:1(4x+a2&’2)+
4’:1
a
+a:0 ,
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in which a and : are determined by the equations
a:=&2, ax=0, and
(a2)t
4
+2:1a2&2’:1=0.
7. Equations related to KdV by Fuchssteiner transformations. In
an interesting paper, Fuchssteiner [6] shows how to generate integrable
evolution equations with time-dependent coefficients starting from equations
known to be integrable. In particular, one learns from that work how to find
transformations between the KdV equation and its time-dependent
generalizations. These transformations allow one to show that these
equations describe pseudo-spherical surfaces. Two examples are given below.
(a) The equation vt=(1t)(vxxx+6vxv&(13) v&(23) xvx). The
invertible point transformation
x$=xt13, t$=t, u$=t&23 \v&x6+ ,
takes this equation to u$t$=u$x$x$x$+6u$u$x$ . Therefore, it describes pseudo-
spherical surfaces.
(b) The cylindrical KdV equation v_=&v!!!&vv!&(12_) v. The
invertible point transformation
x=
!
213 - _
, t=
1
- _
, u=223_v&2&13
!
_
,
takes this equation to ut=uxxx+uux . This means that the cylindrical KdV
describes pseudo-spherical surfaces.
This is the end of the present work. As a final remark, note that the
pseudospherical structures determined by the last two equations considered
above do not satisfy f21=’. Thus, these structures are not described by
the theorems proven in Section 2. One is therefore naturally led to
generalize these results. This generalization, along the lines of Kamran and
Tenenblat [8], is a very straightforward matter which, together with
further applications, will be reported elsewhere.
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